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Tossups

1. The alpha type of this cannot be dissolved in a 17.5% solution of sodium hydroxide at 20 degrees Celsius. It is a straight chain polymer derived from beta-glucose, whose hydroxyl groups form hydrogen bonds with each other, contributing to its high tensile strength. In 1908, a Swedish textiles engineer treated it with alkali and carbon disulfide to create viscose, which was extruded through a slit to create a clear film. Rayon can be made by extruding viscose though a hole rather than a slit. In vascular (*) plants it is synthesized at the cell membrane by rosette terminal complexes. Although it cannot be digested by humans, it acts as a dietary fiber, absorbing water and making defecation easier. Some animals, for example cows and termites, can digest it with the help of certain micro-organisms. FTP, name this structural polysaccharide found in the cell walls of green plants. 
ANSWER: cellulose or (C 6 H 10 O 5)n
<Chen>

2. Among his scientific works was Treatise on the Astrolabe, written for his ten-year-old son, and one of his earliest works was an elegy for Blanche, the first wife of the Duke of Lancaster: Book of the Duchess. The first recorded use of the word "galaxy" is found in his House of Fame. Most of his works were left unfinished, but one of his completed poems took the plot from (*) Boccaccio's Filostrato and saw rhyme royal used in English for the first time. That poem, Troilus and Criseyde, is often considered to be his best work, although his most famous depicted a storytelling contest between pilgrims travelling to the shrine of Thomas à Becket. FTP name this author of The Canterbury Tales. 
ANSWER: Geoffrey Chaucer 
<Tabachnick> 


3. In the Mozart oratorio La Betulia Liberata this widow of Manassas's return interrupts a discussion between Ozias and Achior. Erwin Panofsky argued that in northern art that she had both a maid and a charger, to distinguish her from Salome. In Gustav Klimt's portrait she wears a thick gold brooch and is partially nude, draped with a billowy blue cloth. She was also subject of a Donatello statue, and (*) Artemisia Gentileschi's most famous work is a thinly veiled self portrait as this biblichal character. FTP name this Israelite who beheaded the Assyrian Holofernes. 
Answer: Judith (accept things like Judith beheading Holofernes)
<Dees>

4. The land near the coast of this body of water is home to the famous Lavaux vineyards and its coast is home to the Castle of Chillon, which was built by the Dukes of Savoy. There is a city that shares a name with it in southern (*) Wisconsin, and the lake was called Lacus Lemanus in Roman times. The stretch of coast from it's namesake city to Lausanne is called La Cote. The Rhone river flows in to and then back out of  FTP What second largest European lake, named for a Swiss city.  
ANSWER: Lake Geneva

5. The author of this work is frustrated after waiting nine years to meet a man named Faustus, only to discover Faustus is ignorant. Book three of this work discusses Cicero's lost work Hortensius, and also includes an episode where the narrator steals from a pear tree just for the thrill of theft. It talks about the death of the author's mother (*) Monica and the narrator discusses how he gave up Manichaeism due to the influence of Saint Ambrose of Milan. FTP, name this autobiographical work describing the conversion of the Bishop of Hippo, Saint Augustine. 
ANSWER: Confessions

6. This war commenced after an ultimatum demanding the revision of the Straits Convention, free access of the Danube River, relinquishing responsibility of Orthodox Christians, and surrendering protectorate over the Danubian Principalities.  Hostilities spilled over to the Pacific Theatre when the Allies attacked but were repulsed at Petropavlovsk, as well as Archangelsk.  While (*) Baltic operations such as the bombardment of Bomarsund lead to stalemate, its main battles of Inkerman and Balaclava near the besieged city of Sevastapol took place on the war's namesake peninsula. FTP – Name this conflict which pitted France, Britain, and the Ottoman Empire against Russia.  
ANSWER: Crimean War

7. His 1944 book What is Life? introduced the term "negentropy" and discussed the idea of an "aperiodic crystal" which contained genetic information, a concept which later inspired Watson and Crick to research the structure of DNA. In his 1926 paper, Quantization as an Eigenvalue Problem, he published an equation describing the time- and space-dependence of quantum mechanical systems, using a model of the atom as waves rather than particles. Later, he rejected the mainstream definition of wave-particle duality altogether, promoting the wave concept alone. This led him to propose a (*) thought experiment to demonstrate the absurdity of wavefunction collapse. FTP, name this Austrian-Irish physicist whose namesake thought experiment involves a vial of poison, a decaying atom, and a cat. 
ANSWER: Erwin Rudolf Josef Alexander Schrödinger 
<Chen>


8. At one point in this novel, a female character gives shelter to pilgrims Ivanushka and Pelageyushka. Another character loses 40,000 roubles while gambling with his friend Dolohov, and Vassily Denisov gets rebuffed in a marriage offer to a teenager. The novel opens at a party hosted by Anna Scherer, at which Anna Drubetskoy reveals her desire to get a position for her son, Boris, in the army. Mademoiselle Bourienne falls in love with Anatole Kuragin, who has actually come to the estate of Bleak Hills with his father, Vassily, to meet and ostensibly court a friend of his sister Julie, Marie (*) Bolkonsky. Marie's sister-in-law, Lise, dies in childbirth, allowing Andre Bolkonsky to fall in love with that teenager, Natasha Rostov. FTP, name this gigantic novel about Pierre Bezuhov and other early Russians during the time of Napoleon, a major work of Leo Tolstoy. 
ANSWER: War and Peace or Voyna i Mir
<Tabachnick> 

9. It was first demonstrated in the laboratory in a 1968 study by Darley and Latane, in which participants heard audio recordings of different voices and were told that their microphones would be off until it was their turn to speak. A famous example of it occurred on March 13, 1964, when a young woman returning to her home in Rego Park, Queens, was approached by Winston Mosely, who repeatedly stabbed her and (*) raped her while she was dying, in an attack that lasted half an hour. The New York Times reported that there were 38 witnesses. It is an example of diffusion of responsibility leading to social loafing. Sometimes it can be caused by pluralistic ignorance, or groupthink, where each person concludes from the inaction of others that the other people don't think help is needed. FTP, name this psychological phenomenon in which people are less likely to give help in a life-threatening situation when others are present. 
ANSWER: bystander effect or bystander apathy or Kitty Genovese effect or Kitty Genovese syndrome 
<Chen>

10. Its earliest mention is from the eleventh century from the diaries of a woman who lived on the edge of the marsh that would give it its name, who only knew the name of one day of the week. The first full description of its modern form is from 1398 by Zacharias Mumps. In 1884, stooging was declared a penalty, one year after the three goal baskets on each side were (*) replaced with the modern hoops. There are 700 types of fouls listed in the rule books, every one of which occurred in the final of the first ever World Cup, in 1473. The two best Australian teams of this sport are the Thundelarra Thunderers and the Woollongong Warriors, while British teams include the Tutshill Tornadoes, who have seen recent success, and Puddlemere United, who signed Oliver Wood. FTP name this sport played on broomsticks by Cedric Diggory, Cho Chang, and Harry Potter. 
ANSWER: quidditch
(note: much of the info is from Quidditch Through the Ages, so if people complain that they don't remember this info from the books, you can just tell them this)
<Tabachnick>

11. This author published the collection Home and Exile containing the essays My Home Under Imperial Fire, The Empire Fights Back, and Today, the Balance of Stories, while one of his stories is about Emenike who promises to put a girl through school, collected in his Girls at War. That collection has 3 stories set during the (*) Biafran war, and other characters include the priest of Ulu named Ezeulu in Arrow of God and Obi, a British educated official in Lagos who left Ufuoma, the land of his grandfather who commited suicide after killing a British official. FTP name this creator of Okonkwo, the Nigerian author of Things Fall Apart. 
ANSWER: (Albert) Chinua(lumogu) Achebe 
<Dees> 

12. This battle was followed up by Operation Églantine, the losing side's last offensive in the war, which led to the Battle of Mang Yang Pass. The aftermath saw the 17th parallel established as a temporary boundary between the victorious nation and the occupier-backed losing side. The latter, which counted among its number Hmong mercenaries,  had captured the namesake mountainous border (*) town, which was promptly cut off and surrounded by Vo Nguyen Giap. Indirectly leading to the fall of the Fourth Republic, FTP, name this major victory for the Viet Minh and disaster for the French that effectively ended the First Indochina War. 
ANSWER: Battle of Điện Biên Phủ (prompt on "First" or "French Indochina War" early) 
<Tabachnick>

13.  The first use of this phrase appeared in the title of a committee, which came up with a “February Outline”, but the “Group of Five” was declared in a “Notification” sent to the Politburo as “completely penetrated with double-dealing” and subsequently disbanded.  A major spark to this event was “big-character-poster” written by Nie Yuanzi labeling professors (*) as "black anti-Party gangsters," and within a week, the first Red Guard groups formed in Tsinghua University, and rival Red Guard groups fought street battles in Beijing.  FTP – name this disastrous period in modern Chinese history during which Mao Zedong’s cult of personality spiraled out of control. 
ANSWER: Cultural Revolution
<Cheng>  

14. This author's unfinished autobiography, Illumination and Night Glare, was released over 30 years posthumous in 1999. Novels include one about a latent homosexual officer and his nymphomaniac wife, and one about Jester, Fox Clane, and J.T. Malone. In addition to Reflections in a Golden Eye and A Clock Without Hands, she wrote the short stories "A Domestic Dilemna" and "The Sojourner" in one collection. One of her more famous works features Janice Evans getting married to Jarvis, the brother of the title character, Frankie Addams, while her most famous novel includes Jake Blount, a drunk who frequents Biff Brannon's New York Cafe, as well as (*) Spiros Antonapoulos and John Singer, both of whom are deaf-mutes. FTP, name this author of The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, The Member of the Wedding, and The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. 
ANSWER: Carson McCullers or Lula Carson Smith
<Tabachnick>

15.  He founded his own architectural firm in 1955 with James Freed and Henry Cobb, a year after becoming a U.S. citizen. He was a member of the National Defense Research Committee from 1943 to 1945. While at Harvard, he studied under Walter Gropius, and during his early years, he designed many of his buildings in the style of Mies van der Rohe. One of his buildings was commissioned by François Mitterrand and includes an underground lobby. Some of his other projects include the Mile High (*) Center in Denver, the Dallas City Hall, the Four Seasons Hotel in New York, the Javits Convention Center in New York, the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, and the Bank of China Tower in Hong Kong. FTP, name this Chinese-American architect who designed the glass pyramids in front of the Louvre. 
ANSWER: Ieoh Ming Pei 
<Chen> 

16. The composer intended it and its two successors, Songs of Catullus and Triumph of Aphrodite, to be accompanied by dancers and scenery, but usually only the music is performed. The penultimate song equates Venus with two medieval heroines, Blanzifor and Helena, and is in Latin, as is the rest of the work, except for most of Part I, which is in Low German. That section, Uf Dem Anger, uses folk melodies from the composer's native Bavaria. Part II consists of a bunch of (*) drunk monks having fun in a pub, and is, as such, named In Taberna. The work begins and ends with an evocation of a goddess "in a state of change like the moon", O Fortuna. FTP name this collection of 26 medieval songs set to music by Carl Orff. 
ANSWER: Carmina Burana 
<Tabachnick>

17. His courage came from the thunder god Adad, and to amuse himself he sounded the tocsin.  He loses the pukku and mikku, and on his journey he encounters the only man to survive the Flood.  Two scorpions at the base of Mount Mashu warn him of impending danger, and he has to prove his identity to the tavernkeeper Siduri.  He dreams of a meteorite that he is forced to compete with, and has another where he has to fight an axe.  A snake consumes the plant he found that would restore his youth, and he is offered the chance to become immortal if he can stay awake for six days and seven nights.  His friend dreams of a "house of dust" after they (*) slay the Bull of Heaven sent to kill him after he rejects Ishtar's marriage proposal, and he returns home on a raft of cedar after slaying Humbaba.  FTP, identify this King of Uruk and subject of a Babylonian epic. 
ANSWER: Gilgamesh

18. During his lame-duck period, he appointed Nathan Goff, Jr., as Secretary of the Navy to replace Richard Wigginton Thompson, and other members of his cabinet included Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz and Attorney General Carl Devens. Pozo Colorado is the capital of a department named after him in Paraguay, where he is a national hero, having arbitrated in their favor while president after the War of the Triple Alliance. Congress overrode his veto of the (*) Bland-Allison Act, and he promised not to run for a second term after a supposed bipartisan committee rewarded him 20 disputed electoral votes. FTP, name this 19th president who won a controversial election in 1876 against Democrat Samuel Tilden. 
ANSWER: Rutherford Birchard Hayes 
<Tabachnick>


19. This work claims that the words "brotherly love" have led to "the best lying and dissembling" in its section "The Spirit of Gravity," and it called for the creation of new values in the section "Old and New Tables." The most famous quote from this work first appeared in its author's earlier tract The (*) Gay Science, and it discusses the ideas of the "superman" and the "the will to power" and was also the inspiration for a Richard Strauss tone poem. FTP, name this work, in which the title character, an ancient Persian mystic, asserts that "god is dead," written by Friedrich Nietzsche.  
ANSWER: Thus Spake Zarathustra (accept Also Sprach Zarathustra) 


20. He wrote an article entitled Report on the Mode of Detecting Vegetable Substances mixed with coffee for the Purpose of Adulteration in 1857, and his work in the field of absorption of hydrogen gas by palladium has been recently made significant by the cold fusion controversy. While a 14-year-old student at Glasgow, he angered his professor by accurately suggesting that when (*) gases are absorbed by liquids they become liquids. FTP, name this man, best known for his equation that states that the rate at which gases diffuse is inversely proportional to the square root of their densities.                                                       
ANSWER: Thomas Graham 
<Gates>
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1. Name these methods of asexual reproduction, FTPE: 
[10] In this process, an organism duplicates its DNA and splits itself into two parts. 
ANSWER: binary fission (prompt on “fission”) 
[10] Hydras and many other cnidarians reproduce using this method, in which an identical child organism grows from the parent. 
ANSWER: budding (accept word forms) 
[10] Some lizards are among those who can reproduce using this crazy process, in which females develop female gametes without male fertilization. 
ANSWER: parthenogenesis 
<Tabachnick> 

2. In different religions, gods representing it include Utu, Shamash, and Tezcatlipoca. FTPE:  
[10] Name this heavenly body.  
ANSWER: the Sun  
[10] Members of this country’s Ennead of gods include Geb, Nut, and Nephthys.  
ANSWER: (ancient) Egypt  
[10] This early monotheistic religion worshipping a sun god came to prominence during Egypt’s eighteenth dynasty under the auspices of Amenhotep IV.  
ANSWER: Atenism (accept “worship of Aten” and other equivalents)  
<Tabachnick> 

3. This novel, the first part of the Danzig trilogy, features a man in a sanatorium with a certain instrument. FTPE: 
[10] Name this work about Oskar Matzerath. 
ANSWER: The Tin Drum or Die Blechtrommel 
[10] This German author wrote The Tin Drum. 
ANSWER: Gunter Grass 
[10] This is the last novel in Grass’s Danzig trilogy. Its style parodies that of Martin Heidegger at times, the horror! 
ANSWER: Dog Years or Hundejahre 
<Tabachnick> 

4. FTPE, name these elements that don’t get no respect… and will kill you if you eat them.   
[10] Although this element and its compounds are sweet, if you eat them, they will kill you. It is also atomic number 4 in the periodic table of elements.  
ANSWER: beryllium  
[10] This element will also kill you if you eat it, and it is theorized to have killed Mozart. Its main mineral is Stibnite.   
ANSWER: antimony  
[10] A carcinogen and a toxin, this element is most famous for being used in batteries and is found in cigarettes.  
ANSWER: cadmium  

5. Name these things about U.S. foreign policy FTPE:  
[10] This 1823 declaration stated that European countries would no longer interfere with newly independent nations in the Americas and that the United States planned to stay neutral in wars between European countries and their colonies.  
ANSWER: Monroe Doctrine  
[10] This 1928 statement reversed the Roosevelt Corollary by stating that the U.S. did not have the right to intervene in Latin American countries unless there was a threat by European powers, and was written by Calvin Coolidge’s undersecretary of state. 
ANSWER: Clark Memorandum  
[10] To emphasize cooperation and trade rather than military force in Central and South America, FDR established this policy in his 1933 inaugural address.  
ANSWER: Good Neighbor Policy  
<Tse> 

6. Name these lovers from myth who paid for their lack of faith, FTPE. 
[10] This mortal woman was forbidden to look at her lover, a god who only came to see her in the dark. She was convinced by her sisters to bring a lamp and make sure she wasn't sleeping with a serpent, but Cupid woke up when a drop of oil fell on him and he flew away. 
ANSWER: Psyche 
[10] Hades and Persephone allowed this man's dead wife to return to earth with him only if he walked in front of her and did not look back until they both reached the top. He looked back, and his wife disappeared forever. 
ANSWER: Orpheus 
[10] This first woman was created as a punishment for mankind after Prometheus gave them fire. She carried a jar that she wasn't supposed to open, and released all the world's evils when she looked inside one day. 
ANSWER: Pandora 

7. Name these minerals on Moh’s hardness scale FTPE: 
[10] This soft mineral is found in products like baby powder. 
ANSWER: talc (prompt on talcum powder) 
[10] This group of phosphate minerals can be found in tooth enamel and bone material. 
ANSWER: apatite 
[10] It is called ruby when red and sapphire when any other color. 
ANSWER: corundum 
<Tse> 

8. Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me a few more times before I notice.  FTPE, answer the following about Nazi Germany and the era of appeasement: 
[10] This area of western Germany had been demilitarized under articles 42 and 44 of the Treaty of Versailles and the Treaty of Locarno.  On March 7, 1936, Hitler ordered its re-occupation by military forces as a diplomatic test of will against France and Great Britain.  It is named after a certain river of that region.
ANSWER: Rhineland
[10] After the Anschluss with Austria, Hitler's next move was to demand the annexation of this German-speaking part of Czechoslovakia.  British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain claimed after the Munich Agreement, which settled the affair, that it meant "peace for our time".  Boy, was he wrong. 
ANSWER: Sudentenland
[10] In March 1939, this previously East Prussian land east of the Memel River was returned to Germany from this country, after Joachim von Ribbentrop signed the Treaty of the Cession of the Memel Territory to Germany with Juozas Urbsys.  It became a republic of the Soviet Union in 1944. 
ANSWER: Lithuania
<Cheng> 

9. FTPE, name these characters from works by Vladimir Nabokov.  
[10] Born Dolores Haze, this twelve-year-old is the title character of Nabokov’s most famous work.  
ANSWER: Lolita  
[10] This is the narrator of Lolita who becomes obsessed with her over the course of the book. In a 1997 movie, he was played by Jeremy Irons, the voice of Scar in The Lion King.  
ANSWER: Humbert Humbert  
[10] This fictional American poet wrote the title 999-line poem in another Nabokov work, Pale Fire.  
ANSWER: John Shade  
<Tabachnick>  

10. This painting features the Infanta Margarita surrounded by the title characters and a couple of dwarves. FTPE:  
[10] Name this painting, which also features the artist himself, with a red cross on his chest. 
ANSWER: Las Meninas or The Maids of Honor  
[10] This Spanish artist painted Las Meninas. 
ANSWER: Diego Velázquez 
[10] Francis Bacon made a serious of “Screaming Popes” based on Velázquez’s portrait of this pope. He is holding a piece of paper in his left hand.  
ANSWER: Pope Innocent X  
<Tabachnick>  

11. Name these rivers of England FTPE: 
[10] This river shares its familiar name with one in Ontario, but is also sometimes called the Isis. It is the main river of Southern England, and London lies upon it. 
ANSWER: River Thames or Thames River 
[10] This tributary of the Severn, the longest river in Britain, has a name that comes from a Celtic word meaning river, and thus has the same name as rivers in Bristol and Hampshire. Stratford, the birthplace of William Shakespeare, lies upon it. 
ANSWER: River Avon or Avon River 
[10] This river runs mostly in Scotland before forming the eastern part of the Anglo-Scottish border and emptying into the North Sea in England. Berwick lies upon it. 
ANSWER: River Tweed or Tweed River 
<Tabachnick> 


12. Merleau-Ponty studied it. FTPE:
[10] What is this term that means the study of human consciousness in philosophy.
ANSWER: Phenomenology
[10] This German idealist wrote The Phenomenology of Mind and developed the dialectic. He was highly influential on marx, who developed "dialectical materialism" from this man's work.
ANSWER: Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
[10] This author of Logical Investigations is considered the first 20th century philosopher to develop modern phenomenology.
ANSWER: Edmund Husserl 

13. FTPE, answer these questions about ancient Greek poetry. 
[10] She is best known for her single complete poem, Hymn to Aphrodite, one of many written on the island of Lesbos.  
ANSWER: Sappho  
[10] He wrote works such as Nemean Odes and Isthmian Odes, so it is perhaps unsurprising that a type of ode is named for him.  
ANSWER: Pindaros  
[10] Sappho and Pindar are two members of this canon of Greek poets that wrote from the seventh to fifth century BC. Other members include Alcman and Bacchylides.  
ANSWER: the Nine Lyric Poets (prompt on partial answer, I suppose)  
<Tabachnick> 

14. FTPE, name these curves in economics: 
[10] This downward-sloping curve, proposed by a New Zealand-born economist in 1958, posits a relationship between low unemployment and high inflation, and vice versa, until stagflation in the 1970's, with both high unemployment and high inflation, disproved it. 
ANSWER: Philips curve 
[10] This curve, which relates tax rate and government revenue, shows zero revenue at the extremes of 0% and 100%, and a maximum revenue somewhere in the middle. It assumes that at 100% taxation, taxpayers will either avoid taxes or have no incentive to work, thus the government collects 100% of nothing. 
ANSWER: Laffer curve 
[10] This curve always begins at (0,0) and ends at (1,1). It shows income distribution for a given economy, with each point representing a statement like “The bottom X% of households have Y% of the total income.” The Gini coefficient, a measure of inequality in a society, is twice the area between this curve and the line of perfect equality. 
ANSWER: Lorenz curve 
<Chen> 

15. Name these Philip Glass operas, FTPE: 
[10] Glass collaborated with Robert Wilson in this five-hour-long opera, his first, that has four acts connected by interludes called "knee plays". The whole thing has no real plot, just a bunch of references to the title scientist, among other things. 
ANSWER: Einstein on the Beach 
[10] This opera depicts Mahatma Gandhi's time in South Africa and is named after his policy of passive resistance. It includes sections from the Baghavad-Gita in the original Sanskrit. 
ANSWER: Satyagraha 
[10] Following Einstein on the Beach and Satyagraha in Glass's trilogy of "portrait" operas was this one, sung almost entirely in Egyptian, Akkadian, and Hebrew. The one exception to this besides the narration is the "Hymn to" the god whose worship the title pharaoh introduced to Egypt. 
ANSWER: Akhnaten
<Tabachnick> 

16. Answer these questions about things named after Leonhard Euler, FTPE: 
[10] In graph theory, an Eulerian circuit in an undirected graph is a cycle that uses each edge exactly once, and starts and ends at the same vertex. Euler proved that such a cycle is possible if and only if every node of the graph is of an even degree in his solution to this famous problem inspired by a Prussian city. 
ANSWER: The Seven Bridges of Königsberg (do not accept “Kaliningrad”) 
[10] Euler’s number e, discovered by Jacob Bernoulli, is the unique real number such that the derivative of f(x)=ex [f of x equals e to the x] at the point x=0 is exactly one. e is an element of this uncountably infinite set of numbers whose elements cannot be expressed as the solution of a polynomial equation with rational coefficients. 
ANSWER: transcendental numbers 
[10] The Euler line for any non-equilateral triangle passes through its orthocenter, circumcenter, the center of the nine-point circle, and this other center, defined as the point of intersection of the triangle’s medians, the lines joining each vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side. If the triangle is made from a uniform sheet of material, this point is also its center of mass.
ANSWER: centroid 
<Chen> 

17. Works by this winner of the 1925 Nobel Prize in literature include Arms and the Man and Major Barbara. FTPE:  
[10] Name this Irish playwright.  
ANSWER: George Bernard Shaw  
[10] In this play, Shaw attempted to phonetically represent a Cockney accent before giving up after just a couple of pages. The play chronicle’s Henry Higgins’s quest to turn urchin Eliza Doolittle into a presentable woman.  
ANSWER: Pygmalion (do not accept or prompt on “My Fair Lady”)  
[10] The long third act of this play, which includes Don Juan in Hell, is often cut from performances. Its title comes from the philosophical ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche.  
ANSWER: Man and Superman  
<Tabachnick>  

18. FTPE give the name of these fictional heavenly bodies from Star Wars:
[10] The desert planet on which R2D2 and C3P0 crash-landed after escaping from Princess Leia’s blockade runner that was overrun my Imperial stormtroopers.
ANSWER: Tatooine
[10] This wintry planet was the location of the Rebels’ Echo Base before it was overrun by Imperial stormtroopers.
ANSWER: Hoth
[10] Instead of overrunning this moon with Imperial stormtroopers, the Empire chose to use the Death Star on the rebel base here, but that plan was thwarted when the Death Star was destroyed.
ANSWER: Yavin-4
<Cheng> 

19. The current king of this constitutional monarchy is Norodom Sihamoni. FTPE:  
[10] Name this Asian nation.  
ANSWER: Kingdom of Cambodia  
[10] This man led Cambodia from 1975 to 1979 as leader of the Cambodian Communist Party. He died in 1998 under house arrest.  
ANSWER: Pol Pot or Saloth Sar  
[10] This was the chapter of the Communist Party that Pol Pot led.  
ANSWER: Khmer Rouge  
<Tabachnick>  

20. Geologist Alfred Wegener named this entity after the Greek for “all Earth”. FTSNOP: 
[10] Name this supercontinent that broke up 180 million years ago. 
ANSWER: Pangaea 
[5/5] Pangaea broke up into two smaller supercontinents. Name them, FFPE. 
ANSWER: Laurasia and Gondwanaland 
[10] Laurasia and Gondwanaland were split by the formation of this seafrom the original Panthalassic Ocean that surrounded Pangaea. It is named after the wife of Oceanus in Greek mythology. 
ANSWER: Tethys Ocean or Sea 
<Tabachnick>


